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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning and thank you for joining us for this Employer Leadership Dialogue. We truly appreciate your time and hope you find as much value in this event as we know we will. You should’ve received the slide deck as well as a link to access some key handouts we will be mentioning throughout in your inbox this morning. If you didn’t, please email Calpers_stakeholder_relations@calpers.ca.gov and my team will make sure to get that to you quickly. 



Key Points

• CalPERS financial strength has improved
• Investment risk mitigations established to reduce risk, weather market 

volatility, improve funding and protect against spikes in employer costs
• Increased allocation to private markets and added leverage to increase 

returns and diversify assets
• Addressing climate change through advocacy, engagement and 

integration
• Sustained operational excellence through COVID-19
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We Serve Those Who Serve California



CalPERS Financial Strength has Improved

$469 billion in assets 21.3% net 
return on investments 

80% funded status (from 71%)

50-60% 70-80% 90-100%
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Add new Pension buck to this slide



CalPERS Long Term Returns Remain Strong

30 year 8.4%

20 year 6.9%

10 year 8.5%

5 year 10.3%

1 year 21.3%
(As of fiscal-year ending 6/30/21)
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Upcoming Challenges and Opportunities

• Investment Risk
• Sustainability/Climate Risk
• Employer Affordability
• Exceptional Healthcare
• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Framework
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Investment Risk



Lowering future 
return expectations

Private assets and 
leverage to diversify 
and strengthen returns

ESG framework 
to reduce risk

Climate change and 
federal advocacy

COVID-19 and the 
financial markets 

Strategic Priorities Focused on Risk and Return
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Risk Mitigation in the Portfolio

• Improved liquidity 
• Total fund approach 
• Specific allocation to treasuries 
• Real assets 90% core holdings 
• Significant allocation to defensive equities 
• Leveraged portfolio outperformed 

unleveraged in stress-testing
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Sustainability



Sustainability Efforts

Research Data & 
Corporate 
Reporting 

Climate 
Change 

Diversity 
& Inclusion 

Private Equity 
& Profit/Fee 
Sharing 
Transparency 

Manager 
Expectations 
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Advocacy

Partnerships

Engagement Integration

CalPERS’ Path to Net Zero
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Presentation Notes
Four channels for CalPERS Path to Net ZeroWhat each representPartnership examples and importance of partnerships to amplify our influence.CalPERS’ sustainable investment strategic plan sets out four channels through which we implement: advocacy, which is our work with policy makers and regulators in the US and internationally: engagement where we use our ownership position in companies to ensure effective risk management at companies; and integration, where each of our asset classes has developed an integration approach which reflects their particular role in generating the fund’s total risk adjusted returns. All three of these channels are supported through our partnerships, with bodies like the UN Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance, the Vatican Dialogue on Care for Our Common Home, Ceres and of course, partnerships we have convened, like the Climate Action 100+ initiative in public markets and the Private Equity ESG Data Convergence Project. These partnerships enable us to share expertise, pool resources and leverage our effectiveness to influence effective outcomes. 
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• CalPERS convened and cofounded Climate Action 100+
• 615 investors representing $65 Trillion in assets
• Engaging the world’s systemically important corporate greenhouse gas emitters 

responsible for 85% portfolio emissions
• CalPERS sits on the Steering Committee, co-chairs Asia Advisory Group and 

leads on 22 companies

• Impact is significant 
• 111 of the 167 Climate Action 100+ companies have set net zero goals by 2050 
• Represents 25% of global emissions (Bloomberg New Energy Finance)

Engagement: Developing Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Development of CA 100+ was based out of conducting CalPERS first carbon footprint leading up to COP 21 in Paris back in 2015. CalPERS Had 10k companies, 100 companies were responsible for 85% of our emission. It was clear that many other investors would face similar results and therefore there was a rationale to work together. Initial focus was on:1. climate related governance- Direction from the top and a company's transition strategy2. Lowering emissions for the company to be aligned with Paris goals and now towards a net zero alignment3. Increasing climate related disclosure which used the TCFD as a starting point. Main takeaway is the impact of 111 of 167 companies and these 111 companies representing 25% of global emissions. This list is growing as even today EXXON announced their net zero goal

https://about.bnef.com/blog/two-thirds-of-the-worlds-heaviest-emitters-have-set-a-net-zero-target/


Employer Affordability
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• Our employers are our partners. Open and consistent 
communication is key to success.

• Programs and Tools
• The California Employers' Pension Prefunding Trust
• California Employers' Retiree Benefit Trust
• Fresh Start
• Additional Discretionary Payments
• Pension Outlook

• No employers are delinquent in their pension payments

Employer Affordability



Exceptional Health Care



Exceptional Health Care
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Ensure our members 
receive high-quality care

Ensure the care we 
provide is affordable

Ensure our members have 
access to care when and 
where they need it

Ensure all members 
receive equitable care 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remove? 



Purchasing Power in Numbers
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Where Does the Money Go?
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Data as of June 23, 2021

Source: 2020 CalPERS Health 
Benefits Program Annual Report



Alignment with Other Health Care Purchasers

CalPERS, 
Covered California, 

DHCS, DMHC, 
& other purchasers 

Behavioral Health
Improve access, outcomes, 

experience

Health Equity
Achieve and 

improve outcomes

Telehealth
Improve quality 

and access

Clinical Performance 
Measures
Drive improvement 
across purchasers

Advanced 
Primary Care
Improve outcomes, access, 
and coordinated care

Data Exchange
Inform population 
health management
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Diversity, Equity, 
& Inclusion Framework



Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Framework
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• Introduced in March 2021

• Guided by CalPERS beliefs and principles, data, and research

Culture Talent 
Management

Heath Equity Supplier 
Diversity

Investments
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• We have a responsibility to (1) ensure the long-term sustainability 
of the pension fund to deliver on the promised benefits, and (2) 
ensure our members receive high-quality, affordable healthcare.

• We are looking at mitigation measures to reduce the risk in the 
fund and improve overall long-term funding.

• We are focused on customer service and operational excellence.

• CalPERS is committed to work with the Legislature and other key 
stakeholders to meet our goals.

Conclusion
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